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Jaamil Olawale Kosoko I anonymous bodies
TOURING PRODUCTIONS
Black Male Revisited (2013) a series of visual performance, conversations, and screenings
Part visual installation, part live performance spectacle, Jaamil Olawale Kosoko, a Brooklyn based artist and curator, brings a presence to the stage that 
asks viewers to reconsider their impressions of the Black Male Body in performance and visual art.  In this mini retrospective of the artist’s decade col-
lection of past works, Kosoko reconfigures and recycles previous works into a new two part, evening length solo performance filled with moving original 
poetry, live music, wild theatrical antics, and live sculpture.  Show contain full male nudity, adult themes and language. 

Revenge of the New Negro, (2012)
“New Negro” is a term popularized during the Harlem Renaissance implying a more outspoken advocacy of dignity and a refusal to submit quietly to the 
practices and laws of Jim Crow racial segregation. The term ‘New Negro’ was made popular by Alain LeRoy Locke. Lately, I’ve been in a deep discourse 
with myself and the history of my body. In this theatrical solo work, I construct a character “New Negro” (part stallion, part human, part rock star) who 
is possessed by a ghost-slave fugitive from the past, resurrected and seeking revenge.  

Alt Mode (2015) 
Alt Mode is an interdisciplinary stage show created in collaboration with electronic music artist Ryat (Brainfeeder). The work is currently being devel-
oped between a team based in LA, New York and Philadelphia. It integrates RYAT’s meditative avant-jazz compositions, beat sampling, and instrumental 
sound-processing with experimental choreography, interactive media, video mapping and set design. Alt Mode is a meditation on presentations of identity 
through themes of doubleness, othering, pleasure and melancholy. We explore ecstatic states, state-shifting, radical presence and pleasure as revolution.

Mash Up Body (2014)
Mash Up Body is a meditation on agency, radical presence, and embedded patriarchy in the art world. This dance asks, in the words of bell hooks: what 
“white supremacist capitalist patriarchal” values am I taking on in my rehearsal process and work, and how can this shift? It is a practice in form as politic. 
Mash Up Body looks at the politics of aesthetics and the role of a delegated performer. What agency do we have (and not have) onstage as a dancer and 
how do we insert our own values into the work? It looks at cultural power structures that play themselves out in the performance world. It is a perfor-
mance in two parts: First: a dance a choreographed on the ensemble that embodies the value systems of the choreographer, and Second: the cast’s remix 
and total destruction of that dance.

UPCOMING PERFORMANCES
Feburary 26-27, 2016  Black Male Revisited: Songs for the Dark Divine   Painted Bride Arts Center, Philadelphia, USA 
May 5-8, 2016  anonymous bodies     JACK, New York, NY, USA
August 23-27, 2016  Color Block     Ponderosa Movement and Discovery
         Stolzenhagen, Germany  

PRESS QUOTES
“prolific Nigerian-American poet, curator, choreographer and performance artist’s new show explores the erotic fear associated with the black male 
body.”- Lizzie Simon, Wall Street Journal

“A foray into the dramatic and vulnerable elements of identity” - Effie Bowen, Interview  

“Jaamil Olawale Kosoko’s #negrophobia has many forms. It is an art installation, a practiced, choreographed performance, and a poetry reading. It is a 
personal story and a history lesson, told through the lens of internet culture. It might be consciousness-raising and Afrofuturist, but it might also be 
the negation of both.”– Katherine Bergstrom, Point Of Contact
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